Abstract. The spreading use of concealed miniature photoelectric devices threatens the information security of interior activities. Information leaking from interior environments like meeting room, drama theatre, technical lab and private space may cause serious social problems or commercial losses. To solve the critical problem, this study proposed a practical system based on the "cat-eye effect" to detect the interior optical targets in real time. The proposed method reduces false positives based on strength of the echo signals and shape of the laser cross section. A morphological criterion is presented to determine the true target. Laboratory experiments have been performed repeatedly with different kinds of interference and background of different complexity to validate the proposed method. The results indicated that the true target was recognized accurately and rapidly. Moreover, the recognition results were demonstrated not influenced by external light illumination conditions. The average runtime was 67ms which is superior to the recent methods in the literature.
Introduction
With the popularization of photoelectric device such as burglary pinhole cameras and miniature cameras, indoor activities are facing an increasingly serious threat of information disclosure. Examples include political events, commercial summits, drama theatres, trade shows, research laboratories, technical facilities, private rooms, and hotel rooms. Problems addressed are the protection of policy, commercial, technical, and private information against leaking from such indoor environment. To meet the necessity existing for the protection of people and their property against the unauthorized use of photoelectric devices, this study proposed an effective and fast method to detect such devices.
The focal plane of a photoelectric system usually has some degree of reflectivity. According to the optical principle of reversibility, the reflected rays are parallel to the incident rays at any angle of incidence within the field of view (FOV). The retro-reflection is greater than the diffuse background scattering by 2-4 orders of magnitude [1] [2] [3] . This feature is known as "cat-eye effect". Photoelectric devices can be discriminated against spurious background by the stronger retro-reflected signals, however, the false alarm reduction remains a critical problem to be solved. Auclair [4] used multi-wavelength laser for active detection and recognize the true target by the different sizes of its retro-reflections generated by each spectral band of the laser. Sjöqvist [5] proposed a dual channel approach, one channel locating the target while the other channel measuring the range to the target. Buller [6] introduced techniques of time-correlated single-photon counting and point-by-point acquisition, and recognized the target by the time-correlated photons reflected by different components of the optical system. Ren [7] used the frequency-modulated laser for detection and used the characters of the target's response for discrimination. Li and Jian also proposed multi-frame strategies using technologies of compressed sensing [8, 9] and saliency extraction [10] .
These approaches either require high performance hardware or are too time-consuming to be practically implemented. Currently, seldom works focus on interior applications. Therefore, we proposed a fast and accurate method to break the limitations of existing methods to practical equipment. The method discriminates the target candidates from the background by using an adaptive segmentation algorithm based on target sparsity, reduces false alarms by multiple morphological constraints, and determines the true target by a morphological criterion.
System Architecture
Lecocq [11] presented an image subtraction method to acquire the target position against the background. It removes the background from the active illuminated image by subtracting its non-illuminated passive counterpart. It is reasonable to directly implement this strategy into indoor application without incorporating registration algorithms. Because the indoor background is usually stationary, which means no spatial shifting occurring between the captured two sequential images. Figure 1 shows the architecture of our detecting system. The interrogating laser and receiving camera are arranged with a common optical path by implanting an optical splitter. The wavelength of the laser was chosen 808nm for its invisibility to human vision. Accordingly, a near infrared camera has been selected as the receiving camera. The interrogating laser is controlled to switch on and off by the control board to obtain the active and passive images. The laser beams return from the object and are captured by the receiving camera. Then the obtained images are transmitted to the processing board for recognition. The recognition result shall be shown on the LCD screen. The power board is responsible for the power supply either by the battery pack or the external power. The obtained images and recognition results can also be saved to the SD card or export through the USB port with the operation commands sent from the control board. Figure 2 shows the flowchart of the proposed recognition algorithms. The subtraction image is generated by the difference of active and passive images. Then it turns into a binary image through an adaptive segmentation algorithm. The random noise in the binary image should be filtered out by the median filter. The size of a cat-eye target's retro-reflection spot is various due to the influencing factors such as the operation range, focal length of the receiving camera and the size of the laser cross section. Therefore, the signal spot in the binary image should be first categorized as a large target or a small target. Inner masks with different sizes of 3×3 and 9×9 are used for the size determination.
Algorithms
Small and large signal spots are sent to different channels respectively. They may be discarded either by the outer mask or through the morphological constraints owing to their size or shape. Anyone scaling out the outer masks or having shape far different from a true target shall be eliminated. In this process, most false positives are discarded. Consequently, processing time cost for those false positives is saved. Only the survived spot is regarded and labelled as a target candidate (TC). The number of survived TCs, denoted as N, is key determination factor to the next step. When 0 N  , it determines that no target presents; when 1 N  , the target candidate is determined to be the true target; when 1 N  , all candidates need an extra determination by the morphological criterion. 
Adaptive Segmentaion
The adaptive segmentation aims at eliminating the diffuse background scattering. Cat-eye targets are usually sparse in the scene. On the basis of "cat-eye effect", the strength of the cat-eye target's retro-reflection is much stronger than those of the background. Accordingly, the histogram of the subtraction image shows an "long-tailed" profile, which is shown in Fig. 3 . Segmentation methods, such as Ostu [12] and ISODATA [13] , cannot be utilized in this case. Therefore, we proposed a novel adaptive segmentation method based on target's sparsity. 
Where, rk is kth gray level, nk represents the number of pixels whose gray levels are rk. The total number of pixels is denoted as n. P(rk) can also be regarded as the probability estimation of the gray level rk. Due to the histogram, the threshold Ath is decided by the following expression:
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Where the threshold factor 0.005 was an empirical value, which ensured the targets remained and would not bring too much interference. In practical, the upper and lower limits of the threshold Ath should also be restricted, considering the cases of none target existing or strong interference. 
The thresholds 120 and 220 are empirical values.
Size Determination
A denoising process is taken by a 3×3 median filter beforehand. The size determination incorporates two inner masks ans two outer masks, which are denoted as 
Spot larger than 
Morphological Constraints
Morphological constraints are introduced for false positives elimination before labelling the target candidates. Multiple constraints describing different characteristics on their shape are utilized.
Area Constraint. The lenses of miniature photoelectric equipment generally have small sizes, resulting in limited sizes of retro-reflection spots in the binary image. Set a threshold Ω as the upper limit of total pixels within a retro-reflection spot. The set of all pixels composing region ξ is denoted as R  and expressed as:
Where Ix, y represents the gray level of the pixel whose coordinates were (x, y). The amount of the elements in set R  is denoted as R   . If R     , then region ξ is excluded as a false positive. Shape Constraint. The area constraint cannot reflect features on their shape. Laser cross sections of most photoelectric devices are circular or very near to. It is defined as:
Where  is an empirical threshold depended on the sizes of the true targets. Spots with S  value larger than  is determined as a false positive. This constraint mainly eliminates regions whose shape are far different from a circle, such as a bar or a corner. Circularity Constraint. As mentioned before, the laser cross section of most photoelectric equipment is nearly circular. So circularity measurement for a region is an effective way for reducing false positives. Ref. [14] has reported several measurement alternatives. Roundness is selected as the circularity constraint owing to its rapidity. It is denoted as C  and expressed as:
Where L is the region perimeter and S is the region area. The C  value of an ideal circle equals 1.
Morphological Criterion
We have observed that, in practical, the performance of the measurement like Eq. Error! Reference source not found. is heavily dependent on the size of the region. It is because that the region is composed of discrete pixels, but the measurement alternatives were defined in continuous domains. Therefore, we proposed a modified morphological criterion based on them in order to improve the measurement accuracy. This criterion is regarded as the final recognition method when there are more than one target candidates to be determined. Target recognition is typically formulated as a binary hypothesis test:
The modified morphological criterion integrates advantages of different criteria, denoted as M  , is expressed as:
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Experiment and Analysis
Experiments were made in the laboratory environment. The lens diameter Φ of the target system was about 2mm. The operaton range from the target to the receiving camera was 1-5m. The specification of experimental equipment is as shown in Table 1 . Twenty experimental scenes containing different kinds of interferents and background of different complexity were taken to validate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed algorithms and method. Three representative scenes are shown in Fig. 4 . High reflectivity objects and metal experimental appliances were intentionally settled to be the interferents. In the figure, the first two rows are the passive and active images of the experimental scenes. The subtraction images are in the third row with the stationary background removed. Then the subtraction images take the pre-process and produce binary images lying in the fourth row. The last row shows the recognition result.
In subfigures B1-B3, disturbing objects with different sizes and shapes showed up. Large amount of false positives have been eliminated through the proposed morphological constraints and the true target has also identified accurately as shown in subfigures R1-R3. By comparing the recognition result R1-R3 with subfigure S1-S3 respectively, the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method can be validated. Another experiment was designed to test the performance of our method under different external light illumination conditions. As shown in Fig. 5 , the first row of test was taken with high light intensity, while the second row was with low light intensity. The result of R1 and R2 in Fig. 5 demonstrated that the proposed method is not sensitive for external light illumination. The processing speed of the algorithm was tested on the PC platform with Intel Core i3-2120 CPU @ 3.3GHz and 4GB RAM. The results showed that the runtime heavily depends on the complexity of the experimental scenes. More interference consumes more computing time, resulting in a decrease of recognition speed. Runtime tests were taken repeatedly for statistics. As the result, the average runtime is 67ms, which validates the efficiency of the method. As Ref. [10] reported, the average runtimes of the recent methods SFDC [7] , SPCS [8] , serial MSPF [9] , and parallel MSPF [9] are 6.182s, 3.435s, 1.852s, and 1.203s respectively. Therefore, our method exhibited a superior average processing speed in comparison with the recent methods.
Conclusion
This study proposed a fast and accurate method based cat-eye effect for photoelectric equipment identification. It discriminated true targets against the background by subtracting the passive image from its active counterpart; eliminates most false positives by introducing multiple morphological constraints into the region screening process and determines the true target by a modified morphological criterion. The experiments have demonstrated the effectiveness, robustness and efficiency of the proposed method and system. In comparison with the method suggested in Ref. [15] , our method can operate in a more complex background with more interference. The runtime tests also showed a superior processing speed over the recent methods of SFDC, SPCS, and MSPF. In conclusion, this work is of great significance on developing practical detecting system for photoelectric equipment identification.
